
Cibola High School
Standards-Based Grading

Guiding Principles and Expectations

Standards-based grading is a system of assessing and reporting that promotes
accuracy and content mastery through the assurance of research-based

grading practices. In order to ensure an equitable and transparent grading
system, teachers who implement standards-based grading will adhere to the

following guiding principles and expectations.

Teachers and students will engage in a process of reteach and reassess to
ensure ALL students master the essential content standards.

Teachers will emphasize the most recent evidence as a means to assess and
report a student’s level of proficiency.

Students will be assigned practice as a means of formative feedback.

Student mastery will be assessed through the use of a consistent and
well-defined proficiency scale.

Students will be assigned a zero only as a result of no or insu�cient evidence
of learning.

Teachers and administration will engage in consistent and ongoing
communication with parents and students.
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Essential Categories

The Cibola High School SBG Committee, consisting of teachers, administration,
and  instructional coaches, developed a list of “essential categories” in the area
of standards-based grading. Each category is accompanied by a list of campus

and PLC expectations.

Essential Category Page Number

Reassessment 3

The Role of Practice 4

Levels of Proficiency 5

The Role of the Zero 6

Communication and Common Language 7

Most Recent Evidence 8
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Reassessment

Campus Expectations

● Diversity in assessment
○ Teachers will utilize a variety of methods to assess student proficiency

(e.g., paper-pencil, projects, presentations, etc.)

● Students have the opportunity to earn full credit on reassessments
○ Most recent evidence is reflected in the gradebook

● Attempts and Timeframes
○ Assessments will remain open throughout the semester to allow for

redo/retake opportunities

Campus and PLC Expectations

● Reassessment Practice
○ PLC teams determine the procedures students must follow in order to

reassess a particular content target (e.g., attend tutoring, complete test
corrections, make appointments, etc.)

○ Retakes are open to all students, even those with passing grades
○ Standardized retake form

● Reassessment opportunities
○ PLC teams determine when and how reassessments will be administered
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https://forms.gle/4rMfGXAfuY48J7Eo7


The Role of Practice

Campus Expectations

● Terminology
○ The term “homework” is replaced with “practice” to emphasize its true

purpose in the classroom

● Practice is recorded but not graded
○ Teachers can mark assignments and provide feedback, but practice can

not be factored into the overall student grade
○ Procedures will be established at the PLC level for lack or absence of

formative evidence (e.g., teachers will communicate with students and
parents if practice is not being done)

● Formative feedback
○ Occurs regularly and in various forms
○ Assessed by teachers, peers, and self
○ Individual feedback component when students are working in a

collaborative environment

● Practice alignment
○ All practice should align to content targets and assessments
○ Exemplifies the rigor and mastery expected on assessments

● Practice is embedded in the instructional process

Campus and PLC Expectations

● Procedures are determined at the PLC level
○ Amount, type, and evidence of practice

■ Focus on differentiated practice
○ How often practice is assigned and feedback is provided
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Levels of Proficiency

Campus Expectations

● 0-4 grading scale
○ Teachers will use the 0-4 grading scale provided by Synergy

● Proficiency-based, not points-based
○ PLC teams will assess content targets based on mastery through the use

of the proficiency-based rubrics
○ 0-4 scores will not be assessed from points/# correct

■ Practice may reflect points/# correct
■ Assessment scores will reflect the level of mastery based on the

0-4 scale

● Conversion scale
○ 0-4 grades will be converted to percentages in accordance with the

campus conversion scale. This will be communicated in the syllabi
○ CHS Conversion Scale

● Summatives
○ Curriculum teams will continue to design assessments through a

standards-based mindset
■ Assessment questions will align to essential standards and

appropriate level of rigor

Campus and PLC Expectations

● Clearly defined proficiency levels
○ PLCs will determine a distinct definition for each proficiency level and

communicate this on the syllabi
■ PLCs will determine increments used between 0-4 (e.g., whole

numbers, half points, decimals) but still must define EACH level
○ Common language to be used:

■ 4 - Highly Proficient
■ 3 - Proficient
■ 2 - Developing
■ 1 - Beginning
■ 0 -Insu�cient Evidence

● Rubrics
○ PLC teams will develop common rubrics that align to proficiency levels
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Ff3vPzoS854lmA41lwz2UESfkvUzFTIqnxxUlrkxC9E/edit?usp=sharing


Role of the Zero

Campus Expectations

● Consistent definition of a zero
○ A zero is used when…

■ A student shows insu�cient evidence of learning
● No understanding of learning target
● Student output is insu�cient

■ A student’s evidence is missing

● Consistent language in syllabi
○ The zero (along with all proficiency levels on the 0-4 scale) is clearly

defined in the syllabus. This language is common across all teachers
implementing SBG at Cibola High School

● Non-punitive
○ A zero is never used as a punitive measure. This includes giving a zero or

deducting points for…
■ Late evidence
■ Behavior and participation

Campus and PLC Expectations

● Communication and delivery of expectations
○ PLC teams determine how to communicate the role of the zero in their

classroom with students and families
○ Examples include:

■ Syllabus
■ Canvas Course

● Gradebook logistics
○ The SBG Committee will determine how to communicate and input missing

or incomplete targets in the gradebook (e.g., incomplete, missing,
excused, etc.)

● Deadlines
○ PLC Teams decide when missing or insu�cient evidence gets reported as

a “zero”.
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Communication and Common Language

Campus Expectations

● Syllabi must be consistent within PLC using SBG and include the following:
○ Summary of grading practices
○ Assessments will be 100% of student’s overall grade
○ Generic rubric and proficiency scales/levels

● Admin communication
○ Admin provides support for SBG by communicating vision and

expectations to parents/students

● Ongoing teacher communication
○ Teachers communicate observations/feedback not represented in the

gradebook (e.g., practice, student growth, behavior, participation, etc.)

Campus and PLC Expectations

● Additional Resources
○ CHS will provide resources, references, and research that informs grading

practices

● Additional Communication
○ PLCs will communicate through other platforms (e.g., Canvas, Email, etc.)
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Most Recent Evidence

Campus Expectations

● Most Recent Evidence
○ The student will receive the most recent score
○ If student reassessment is lower, teachers have the option to:

■ Give an additional reassessment before replacing grade
■ Consider the preponderance of evidence to determine the final

score

● Averages
○ Teachers will not average grades for a content target using old and new

evidence

Campus and PLC Expectations

● Types of Evidence
○ Determined by PLC Team
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Glossary

Terms

Standards-Based Grading (SBG):

Professional Learning Communities (PLC): teachers of the same course who work
together to plan instruction and assessment

Assessment: activities used to demonstrate student learning and mastery. Examples
include, but are not limited to, traditional exams, projects, essays, presentations, etc.

Formative Feedback: represents information communicated to the learner that is
intended to improve learning

Proficiency Scale: a table used by teachers and students to determine the student's
current level of progress toward meeting the standard.

Proficiency Rubric: a scoring tool for student work that clearly shows the learning target
and performance criteria to meet the target
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